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INTRODUCTION 
WE CONSIDER an isotopy of a “II3 with wormholes” as shown in Fig. 1. The boundary of this 
3-manifold is compressible. In fact, this 3-manifold is a handlebody. At the beginning of the 
isotopy it is quite difficult to see any boundary compressing disks, since the boundary of any 
compressing disk must travel over the wormholes. However, when the isotopy is completed, 
compressing disks are easy to see, since their boundaries either go over the wormholes only 
once or else miss the wormholes entirely. 
Fig. 1. 
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The isotopy in Fig. 1 is the result of sliding one wormhole over another; it is basically the 
isotopy illustrated in [6, p. 951. We will make these notions of “wormholes” and “sliding” 
more precise and develop results pertaining to moving the boundaries of compressing disks 
off of the wormholes via slides. 
The outline of the paper is as follows. In $1 we state the main theorem and its two 
corollaries, and suggest some possible applications. In 92 we give some notation about 
compression bodies and Heegaard splittings and quote an extension of a result of Haken’s 
[4] due to Casson-Gordon [2] and Bonahon-Otal [l] which we need for the proof of 
Theorem 1.1. In $3 we give the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
$1. MAIN THEOREM 
We make the following definitions: 
DEFINITION. A complete system of curves on a surface S is a collection C of disjoint 
imbedded simple closed curves whose complement in S is a connected planar surface. 
DEFINITION. An H-W structure (H, W) on a compact 3-manifold with boundary M is a 
complete system of curves C in dM which is the disjoint union of sets H and W such that: 
(1) M,B, the manifold obtained by adding 2-handles to M along W, is a handlebody. 
(2) There is a collection P of disjoint planar surfaces properly imbedded in M such that for 
each h E H there exists a p E P with 8p = (h u { wi}), where each wj~ { wi} is a curve isotopic in 
aM to an element of W, 
Condition 1 guarantees that M is irreducible. Condition 2 and the completeness of the 
system H u W guarantee that H bounds a collection of disks in MHB such that M,, cut 
open along these disks is a 3-ball. 
Remark. We will refer to the curves in H as handles and to the curves in W as 
wormholes. 
Given a particular pair (H, W) for M, we say that another pair (H’, W’) is equivalent to 
(H, W) if it can be obtained from (H, W) by a sequence of the following operations: 
(1) Handle-slide 
Let cr, c2 c H u W, and let b be a simple arc connecting cr to c2 such that int(b) c 
(dM - (H u W)). Let c3 be the simple closed curve obtained by banding c1 and c2 together 
along b (see Fig. 2). 
Fig. 2. 
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There are four possibilities: 
(a) cl, cZE W. 
Then let (H’, IV’) = (H, ( W - c,) u c3). 
(b) c,EH, C,EH 
PC; C2E w. 
Then let (H’, W’) = ((H-cl) u cJ, W) 
(d) CUE W, C,EH 
If we can find a collection of planar surfaces P for M, as in Condition 2 above, such that 
c2 is a boundary component of a planar surface p E P none of whose other boundary 
components are isotopic to cl, then let (H’, W’) = (H, (W- cl) u cl). If we cannot find such 
a collection then this slide is not allowed under the equivalence relation; in effect, one would 
be trying to slide a handle over a wormhole that “goes through” the handle. 
In any of the handle-slides described above, we say that c2 slides over cr. 
(2) Handle-switch 
Type 1. Wormhole-to-handle 
Let c and c’ be two simple closed curves c 8M such that: 
(1) CE w 
(2) c’ c [&U - (H u ( W - c))] 
(3) c n c’ = 1 point 
(4) c’ is a boundary component of a planar surface p properly imbedded in M such that (ap - c’ 
consists of simple closed curves isotopic to elements of W. 
Then let (H’, W’) = (H + c’, W-c). 
Type 2. Handle-to-wormhole 
Let c and c’ be two simple closed curves c aM such that: 
(1) CEH 
(2) c’ c 2M - [(H-c) u W] 
(3) c n c’ = 1 point 
Then let (H’, W’) = (H -c, W+ c’). 
Remark. The existence of the planar surface p indicates that the wormhole c is 
“unknotted”. Notice that one can always do a handle-to-wormhole handle switch, whereas 
one can only do a wormhole-to-handle handle switch if the wormhole in question is 
unknotted. We have the following results. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let M be a 3-manifold with an H-W structure given by the pair (H, W). 
Suppose that aM is compressible. Then there exists an equivalent structure (H’, W’) and a 
compressing disk D for dM such that aD n (H’ u W’) = 4. 
Note that the theorem with the word “equivalent” omitted from the statement follows 
immediately by induction on the genus of dM using the following result, which is a special 
case of a theorem of Fox. We include the proof for completeness. 
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THEOREM 1.2.[3] Let M he a compact 3-manifold with connected boundary. M imbeds in 
S3 if and only if M has an H-W structure. 
Proofof 1.2. Note that if M has an H-W structure then it has an 4-W structure. i.e. one 
with H = 4. It is then obvious that if M has an H-W structure it imbeds in S3. 
We show that if M as above is imbedded in S3 then it has an H-W structure. The proof 
is by induction on genus (dM). 
The case genus (dM) = 1 is obvious. 
Suppose the theorem holds for genus (dM) < g. 
Let M be a 3-manifold with connected boundary imbedded in S3 with genus(BM) = g. 
LEMMA 1.3. There exists some imbedding of M into S3 such that some non-separating 
simple closed curve c in 8M bounds a disk in S3 - dM. 
Proof of 1.3. Since M is imbedded in S3, we know that aM is compressible. If some 
compressing disk for aM has non-separating boundary we are done. If some compressing 
disk D separates M, then, by induction, each component has a (4, W) structure. Re-imbed 
each component o realize this structure and then glue the components back together along 
D. Any WE W on either component is the required curve c. Finally, suppose some com- 
pressing disk D separates S3-M into two components X and Y. Let M’ = M v X. Again, by 
induction M’ has a (4, W) structure. Re-imbed M’ to realize this structure. Then any WE W 
bounds a disk in S3 - 8M’. In fact, any WE W bounds a disk D’ in S3 - M’. But removing X 
and the co-core of D leaves D’ intact. Hence any w curve for M’ is the required curve c. 
To complete the proof of the theorem, we use Lemma 1.3 to re-imbed M in S3 such that 
there exists a non-separating simple closed curve c c 8M such that c bounds a disk D 
in S3 - dM. If D c M, then cut M open along D to obtain M’. M’ has an H-W 
structure (H’, W’) by induction; then (H, W) = (H’ + c, W’) is an H-W structure for M. 
If D c S3 - M, attach a 2-handle to M along c to obtain M’. Let (H’, W’) be an H-W 
structure for M’; then (H’, W’ + c) is an H-W structure for M. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is complicated by the equivalence condition. The proof is by 
induction on genus (aM). It relies on the following corollaries having been verified for lower 
genus. The proofs of the corollaries are postponed to $3. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let M be a 3-manifold with an H-W structure given by the pair (H, W) 
and let D be a compressing disk for dM. Then there exists an equivalent structure (H’, W) such 
that aD n (H’ u W’) = 4. 
DEFINITION. Let D be a collection of disjoint disks properly imbedded in M. Let MD = (M 
cut open along D). lf MD is boundary incompressible, call D a complete collection for M. Call 
D a minimal complete collection if no subcollection of D is a complete collection. 
COROLLARY 1S. Let M be a 3-manifold with an H-W structure given by the pair (H, W) 
and let D be a minimal complete collectionfor M. Then there exists an equivalent pair (H’, W’) 
such that aD n (H’ u W’) = 4. 
Theorem 1.1 is a generalization of a result of Singer [7] which deals with the case when 
M is a handlebody. 
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We think that Theorem 1.1 and its generalizations hould be very useful results. 
Theorem 1.1 has bearing on the question of when or whether a manifold can have 
inequivalent H-W structures. In the case genus(aM) = 1, this is equivalent o the question 
of whether a knot in S3 is determined by its complement. 
92. HOLLOW COMPRESSION BODIES AND HOLLOW HEEGAARD SPLIlTINGS 
The results of this section can be found in [2] and [l]. The notation (with slight 
variations) is from [2]. 
Let S # 2-sphere be a connected, closed, orientable surface. A kollow compression body is 
a 3-manifold W constructed by attaching 2-handles to the boundary component S x {l} of 
S x I along disjoint, non-trivial simple closed curves. Standing upside down, this looks like 
some other S’ x I with l-handles (02 x I’s) attached. We call D2 x (l/2) the co-core of the l- 
handle or the extended core of the corresponding 2-handle. If D c W is an essential disk 
properly imbedded in W, then dD c S x (0). 
If we view W, a hollow compression body, as an S’ x I with n l-handles attached, 
then there are 2n disks, {DI, D;, . . . , D,, Di}, on S’ x (0) and W is constructed by gluing 
l-handles from Di to 0;. The boundary of W has two types of components, d W, = 
(S’X {O))-int(ui(Di+D~))+(ui(cYDixZ)) and aW,=S’x (1). Let {d,, . . ., d,) be the 
co-cores of the l-handles of W. Let b c 8 W, be a simple arc connecting dd, to 8dj such that 
int(b) c (8 W, - (uiadi)). We can slide the jth l-handle over the ith l-handle by replacing 
the ith co-core with the disk d: constructed by banding di and dj together along b x I. (This 
is a type of handle-slide on a manifold with an H-W structure-see Fig. 2.) 
A 3-manifold M has a hollow Heegaard splitting if there exists a connected closed 
orientable surface S imbedded in M which splits M into two hollow compression bodies W 
and W’. We may think of M as constructed by adding 2-handles to both boundary 
components of S x [ - 1, 11, where the splitting surface S corresponds to S x (0). 
THEOREM 2.1.[1] [2]. Let M be a boundary-reducible 3-manifold that admits a hollow 
Heegaard splitting into the hollow compression bodies Wand W’. Let C = {d,, d,, . . . , d,}, 
C’=(d;,d;,..., dh} be the extended cores of the 2-handles for W, W respectively. Then, 
after a sequence of handle slides on the sets C and C’, there exists a compressing disk D for LYM 
such that D intersects the splitting surface S in a single simple closed curve and D does not 
intersect the new extended cores. 
$3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
Preliminaries 
We introduce some new notation. Let S be a closed connected surface and let C be a 
collection of disjoint simple closed curves on S such that S cut open along C is a union of 
planar surfaces. Let A c S be another collection of disjoint simple closed curves. Define 
rcA : cl to be the graph (with fat vertices) whose vertices are the boundary components of the 
planar surfaces obtained by cutting S along C and whose edges are the arcs (or possibly the 
simple closed curves) of A-C. Once A and C are understood we will drop them from the 
notation and refer simply to r. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let M be a 3-manifold with H-W structure given by the pair (H, W) and 
genus(dM) > 1. Suppose that aM is compressible. Then there exists an equivalent structure 
(H’, W’) and a compressing disk D for 8M such that 8D n w’ = 4 for some W’E w’. 
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Proof: We can do handle-to-wormhole handle switches on all the curves in H, so we can 
assume that initially (H, W) = (4, W) and M,, = B3. 
Let D be a minimal complete collection for M. Let W be a collection of disks attached to 
M along the curves W. We construct a manifold M,, = (8M x I) u?~ c ,,,,, x 10l,(D x I) 
uawc (M x {,),(W x 0 MHH admits a hollow Heegaard splitting with (7M = ?M x {l/2} as 
the splitting surface. 
If the components of 8M,,, are all 2-spheres, it follows that M is a handlebody. 
M c M,, = Bx lies in S3 with complement ahandlebody, so aM is a Heegaard splitting of S3. 
We then use the well-known result of Waldhausen [8]-any Heegaard splitting of S3 is 
standard-to find, after a further sequence of handle-slides on W, a compressing disk for M 
whose boundary intersects a single component of W. Any other component of W is then the 
required w’. 
If some component of 8M,,H is not a 2-sphere, then it is a compressible surface in 
M,, = B3. Since D is complete, a compressing disk for this component must be contained in 
M HH. By 2.1 we can do handle-slides on W (corresponding to handle-slides on (4, W)) and 
on D to obtain a disk D such that D n (8M x {l/2}) is a single simple closed curve c and D 
does not intersect he new extended cores (which we will continue to call D and W) of the 
two hollow handlebodies. The curve c is a separating curve for the graph r(~n:pw). 
Let F be any element of D. Suppose c is separating in dM x {l/2}, so c divides 
aM x {l/2} into dM, and aM,. Each aMi must contain some WE W, since D was a non- 
trivial disk. Since aF n c = 4, aF is completely contained in aM 1, say. Hence for any 
WEaMz, aF n w = 4. 
If c is not separating in dM x {l/2}, there exists some WE W such that (aM x (l/2})- 
[(W-w) + c] is connected. We can do handle-slides over this w to obtain (4, w’) = 
(4, W-w + c) such that aF n c = 4. (The effect of this handle-slide is to replace the curve w 
with the curve c.) 
We now show that Theorem 1.1 for genus(aM) = g implies Corollary 1.4 for genus 
(dM) = g. We need the following definition: 
DEFINITION. Let M be a 3-mani$old with H-W structure given by (H, W). Let D be a 
compressing disk for aM such that aD A (H v W) = (b. Let h&H. Call D h-related if there 
exists a simple closed curve tl t aM such that u n (H u W- h) = 4, u n aD = (a single point) 
and a n h = (a single point). 
NOTE 1. If0 is h-related, one can do a handle-to-wormhole-to-handle switch, sending h to a 
and then to a curve parallel to aD. 
NOTE 2. Any compressing disk D in M which does not intersect the H-W structure is 
either separating in M or is h-related to some h&H. 
Proofof Note 2. Suppose that D is a non-separating disk in M. We know that 8M cut 
open along H u W is a connected planar surface P. aD divides P into two components, P, 
and P,. Each curve c c (H u W) corresponds to two boundary components of P. Label 
these c1 and c2. Since D is non-separating, there is at least one h curve in H u W such that 
h, c P, and h, c P,. Let a be an arc properly imbedded in P with one endpoint on h, and 
one endpoint on h,, intersecting aD in one point. In aM, we can glue the endpoints of a 
together to obtain a simple closed a that intersects h in a single point, intersects dD in a 
single point, and does not intersect any of the other H-W curves. Hence D is h-related. 
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CLAIM 1. Let M be a 3-manifold with an H-W structure given by’ the pair (H, W). Then 
there exists some minimal complete collection D for M and an (H’, W) equivalent to (H, W) 
such that dD n (H’ u W’) = 4. 
Proof of Claim 1. If 8M is incompressible, take D to be empty. Assume dM is 
compressible. Theorem 1.1 produces a compressing disk D for M and a pair (H’, W’) 
equivalent to (H, W) such that Zo n (H’ u W’) = 4. By Note 2, D is either separating in M 
or D is h’-related to some h’eH’. If D is h’-related, replace h’ with h” parallel to ZD by a 
handle-to-wormhole-to-handle switch. Let D be the first element of D. Cut M open along 
this disk. In either case, M, has an induced H-W structure, and we can repeat this 
procedure until MD contains no non-trivial compressing disks. D is a complete collection 
for M, so some subcollection of D will be the required minimal complete collection. 
CLAIM 2. Let M be a 3-manifold with H-W structure given by (H, W). Let D be a 
compressing disk for 8M such that dD n (H v W) = 4. Let CE(H u W) such that D is not c- 
related. Let b be an arc in aM - (H u W v aD) connecting aD to c. If D is separating, then the 
H-W structure obtained from (H, W) by replacing c with [c banded to aD along b] is 
equivalent to (H, W). If D is non-separating, then the H-W structure obtainedfrom (H, W) by 
replacing some h with a curve h’ parallel to aD and c with [c banded to dD along b] is 
equivalent to (H, W). 
Proof of Claim 2. Case 1: D is separating in M. Let aM, and dMz be the two boundary 
components of dM cut along 8D. Suppose c (and hence b) is contained in c?M, . Replacing c 
with [c banded to aD] is equivalent to sliding all of the H-W curves in ZM, over c. The 
existence of the separating disk D ensures that all of these slides are “legal”, i.e. none of them 
involve trying to slide a handle over a wormhole that goes through the handle. 
Case 2: D is non-separating in M. Then by note 2, D is h-related to some h&H. First 
replace h with some h’ parallel to dD via a handle-to-wormhole-to-handle switch. Replacing 
c with [c banded to aD] is equivalent to sliding h’ over c. Since h’ bounds a disk, this slide is 
always allowable. We are now in a position to prove: 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let M be a 3-man$old with H-W structure (H, W) and let D be a 
compressing disk for dM. Then there exists an (H’, W’) equivalent to (H, W) such that 
(H’u W’)ndD=+ 
Proof of Corollary 1.4. Note: The techniques of this proof are similar to those used to 
prove Theorem 111.20 in [S, p. 421, but we have the added complication of the H-W 
structure. 
If genus(aM) = 1, we can assume, by doing a wormhole-to-handle handle switch if 
necessary, that the H-W structure on M consists of a single h curve. We can then do an 
isotopy on h to make it disjoint from aD. 
Suppose genus(dM) > 1. 
We can assume, using Claim 1, that there exists some minimal complete collection D for 
M such that Dn(Hu W)=$. 
Case I : D n D = 4. Then D is properly imbedded in some M’, a component of MD. Since 
D is complete, D is boundary parallel in M’, so aD bounds a disk o’imbedded in 8M’ which 
is isotopic to D in M’. fin (H u W) c 0’ has at least two outermost arcs. Call one of these 
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arcs ~1, so CI cuts off a disk 0” c 0’. r is contained in some cs(H u IV). b’ may contain some 
disks of D, and some h-curves. Notice that 6’ does not contain another copy of c, since dMD 
only contains a single copy of c. By Claim 2, and using the fact that any h&6’ bounds a disk 
in M, we can slide everything in 0” over c unless there is some D’sD in 0” which is c-related. 
In this case replace c with a curve parallel to 8D’. In either case dD intersects the new H-W 
structure in at least two fewer points. 
Since we had a choice of two outermost arcs in d, we can add a further condition, 
namely, that any given point pdD remain fixed during this operation, provided that p is not 
in the intersection of dD with H u W. 
Case 2: D n D z 4, By a standard innermost disk argument, we can alter D by an 
isotopy to ensure that D n D consists only of arcs. 
Let y be an outermost arc of D n D c D. y cuts off a disk D’ c D - D. D’ is imbedded in 
some M’EMD. D’ is boundary parallel in M’, so D’ is isotopic in M’ to a disk 0” c aM’. As 
in the proof of Case 1, we can, keeping y fixed, find an equivalent H-W structure on M such 
that the H-W curves are disjoint from t3D’. 
Let 6 be the element of D that contains the arc y. y divides o^ into two disks, 0; and 0;. 
Let D, = 0: u D’ along y for i = 1,2. D, and D, lie in M D, in which they are both boundary 
parallel, since D is complete. In dM,, d corresponds to two disks, d, and fi2, where d, 
intersects D, and D,. We will replace D with D’= (D-6 + [either D, or D2]), hence 
reducing the number of points in i?D n (8D) by at least two. We choose D, or D, depending 
on whether or not d is a separating disk in M and where d, lies. We will need to show that 
D’ is still a complete collection. 
By pushing 0: slightly, we can think of the interior of Di as lying in the interior of M, 
when appropriate. 
One of D, and D,, say D,, is boundary parallel in MD to a disk 0’ which does not 
contain 6, in its interior. 
I. d is separating in M. 
Then let D’ = D-BUD,. 
II. o^ is non-separating in M. 
(a) d, is not contained in 0’. 
Then let D’=D-duDi. 
(b) 6, c d. 
Then let D’=D-BUD,. 
We show that in each case, D’ is complete. 
I. 6 splits M into two pieces, M’ and M ‘. D, u 0” bounds a 3-ball B in, say, 
MA. We can construct M,, from M, by cutting B off M1 along D’ and then attaching B to 
M2 along 0;. 
II(a). Since 6, is not contained in d, the same argument works. 
(b). In this case, to construct M,,, we again cut M, along D’, thus cutting off B, but in this 
case we re-attach B along D’, via fi2, thus avoiding gluing B back to itself and creating a l- 
handle. 
In all cases, we are cutting off a 3-ball and (carefully) re-attaching it somewhere else. 
Hence D’ is complete. 
If D’ is not minimal, take a minimal complete subcollection. Call this subcollection D’. 
Then the number of points in dD n(aD’) is at least two less than the number of points in 
aD n (aD), and the result follows by induction on the number of arcs in D n D. 
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Proof of Corollary 1.5. Apply Corollary 1.4 to some element D of the minimal complete 
collection D; hence without loss of generality we can assume that D n (H u W) = C#L By 
Note 2, D is either separating or h-related to some h in H. If D is h-related, first do a handle- 
to-wormhole-to-handle switch to replace h with a curve c parallel to dD. In both cases, now 
cut M open along D. In each case we obtain a new manifold M’ (possibly disconnected) with 
an obvious H-W structure, containing the minimal complete collection D - D. We repeat 
this procedure on M’, and continue until we obtain an H- Wstructure equivalent to (H, W) 
and disjoint from D. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. The proof is by induction on the genus of ZM. When genus 
(dM) = 1, the argument is the same as that given in the proof of Corollary 1.4. Assume that 
Theorem 1.1 and hence Corollary 1.4 hold for genus(dM) < g. 
Suppose genus (iiM) = g > 1. Apply Lemma 3.1 to obtain an (H’, W’) equivalent to 
(H, W) and a compressing disk D for c?M such that t3D n w’ = 4 for some W’E IV’. Let 
M’= M u,, (2-handle). M’ has an induced H-W structure consisting of (H’, W--M”) and 
’ genus(aM’) < g. We have two cases: 
Case 1. D is parallel to a disk 0’ c t3M’. Then the proof is analogous to that of Case 1 in 
the proof of Corollary 1.4. 
Case 2. D is not boundary parallel in M’. By Corollary 1.4 there exists an (H”, W”) 
equivalent to (H’, W-w’) such that dD n(H” u W”) = qi We need to show that this 
equivalence on M’ extends to M. Let F = D2 x I be the 2-handle we attached to M”, and let a 
be the arc (0) x I properly imbedded in F. a intersects 8M’ in two points. Note that we can 
reconstruct M from M’ by removing a neighborhood of a. Suppose (H”, W”) is obtained 
from (H’, W’- w’) by a handle-slide or by a handle-to-wormhole handle switch. Both of 
these moves take place entirely in i?M’, and can obviously be made disjoint from da. Hence 
they extend to moves in M. Suppose (H”, W”) is obtained from (H’, W’- w’) by a 
wormhole-to-handle handle switch, say w” in IV-w is switched to h” in H”. Then h” 
bounds a planar surface p in M’, and 8p-h” consists of simple closed curves isotopic to 
elements of IV-w’. The planar surface p may be punctured by the arc a. To see that this 
move also extends to M, we need only note that in M, h” bounds a planar surface p’ such 
that dp’- h” consists of the simple closed curves of ap-h” union a collection of simple 
closed curves parallel to M”. Thus this handle-switch can also be accomplished in M. Hence 
by removing a neighborhood of a we obtain an H-W structure (8, 6’) = (H”, W” + w’) 
equivalent to (H, W) and such that dD n (H u W) = 4. 
Example 
We give an example to show the necessity of wormhole-to-handle switches, something 
one might hope to avoid. In Fig. 3 we show a 3-manifold M with genus(JM) = 3. M has an 
H-W structure consisting of 3 wormhole curves, and M has compressible boundary. M can 
be constructed by gluing a solid torus to a non-trivial knot complement along a disk on 
their boundaries, and then drilling out one additional wormhole. This last wormhole 
(represented by a strand in Fig. 3) first follows the knotted wormhole, then goes through the 
handle from the solid torus, then tangles with itself (represented by T). M has a compressing 
disk D constructed by taking two copies of the compressing disk for the solid torus and 
banding them together via a band that encloses T and then runs along the knotted 
wormhole. So dD does not intersect the wormhole curve corresponding to the strand. One 
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that the boundary of the 
compressing disk misses 
z Compresslng dlsk(two disks 
bonded together 1 
Fig. 3. 
can show that no series of handle-slides uffices to move dD off of the wormhole structure 
altogether. However, if we do a wormhole-to-handle handle-switch on the unknotted 
wormhole, followed by one more handle slide, we obtain an equivalent H-W structure for 
M such that aD does not intersect he new structure. 
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